Coptic Orthodox Diocese of Melbourne
Summer Festival 2016/2017
Chess Registration Form (Individual)

Date

Regulations

SATURDAY 25-Feb-2017

Each player will need to bring his/her smart
phones with Chess clock app installed. There are
many available and most are free.

West Sunshine Community Centre
25 Kermeen Street, West Sunshine, VIC 3020

Sport Coordinator
Michael Habib 0451 535 105

Leagues/Events
Mixed
Mixed

Under 18yo
18+

Uniform
There is no requirement for specific uniform

Sport Venue Check-in
Players must be at the Sport Venue 30mins
before the start of the competition and report
their attendance with Player’ Sports ID Card.
Failure to do so may result in a forfeit

Entry Deadline

Code of Conduct

Entry Deadline 4-Feb-2017
Only complete paid entries are accepted

Any player who displays unreasonable behaviour
in the opinion of officials or the Sport Coordinator
before, during, or after a competition may be
disqualified

Competition Format
• First Round is Round-Robin
• Players will be awarded following points:
- WIN:
2 Points
- DRAW: 1 Points
- LOSS:
NIL
Those points earned during the first round to
determine players’ position on the ladder and
decide if will be qualified to next round which is
usually semi-finals then finals.
• Game is played over 40 mins (20 mins on the
clock for each player)

Fee Payments
Fees are $5 per player and it must be paid on the
same day the registration form is submitted

Entries Limits
Each Parish can submit max FOUR players, 2
Under 18 and 2 Above 18 (Regardless of the
Gender)
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Sport Venue

Chess Competition Rules
• Competition will start with Round-robin in which each Parish will play once against all the other Parishes,
until each Parish gets a sufficient score to go to the next round. The score determining who will be
qualified to the next round will be set on day based on the number of participants. Usually the second
round is the semi-finals then finals.
• To make the result independent on the number of participants from each Parish, the following rules will
be followed:
-

Parish A (2 Players) X Parish B (1 Player) ==> Parish A will have to nominate one player to represent, to
verse the player from Parish B

-

Parish A (2 Players) X Parish B (2 Players) ==> For Parish A to win, the two players must both win, or
one win and the other draw. Otherwise, the wining player from each Parish will verse each other.
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• If there is more than one player from the same parish for same age group, then please ensure to tick the
box “Nominated Player” in the registration form for the player who will represent the parish in the
scenarios mentioned above

Coptic Orthodox Diocese of Melbourne
Summer Festival 2016/2017
Chess Registration Form (Individual)

Church Name: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Age Group:

□ Under 18yo □ 18+
Name:
…………………………………………………
Date of Birth:
…………………………………………………

Entry Fees
$5
Picture

□ Nominated Player

□ Yes Paid
□ Not Paid

* I confirm that the information provided above is truly correct and accurate and responsible for it.

Servant in Charge
Name:

…………………………………………..

Parish Priest
Name:

…………………………………………..

Signature: …………………………………………..

Signature: …………………………………………..

Date:

Date:

…………………………………………..

…………………………………………..

* Each player will be provided with a Sports ID Card Which Must be presented on the sports day
* Please note that any false information provided may impact the results of your church team
* The player(s) should be from the same parish only
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* Please fill in the form and provide the original copy to the summer festival sport coordinator

